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Hello! Welcome to Invacare’s bold new ‘Day and Night’ campaign and to 

the award winning Action Family range of wheelchairs.

Over the past 20 years, Invacare’s Action Family have set the standard 

for wheelchair build quality, reliability and performance.

Whilst that standard has been set, we have also seen wheelchairs 

marketed in a stale, safe and sedentary way, with not much out there to 

inspire people. So with the new Action 3 and Action 4 coming to the 
market, we decided it was time to brake free from that tradition and say 
goodbye to the boring old fashioned stereotypes of the past! 

Our ‘Day and Night’ campaign has fresh and modern, hyper-real 
examples of everyday users. We have always had a commitment to 

providing quality products which meet needs and individual styles, 

but we want to take a step forward and play our role in creating fun, 
positive and inspiring representations of everyday wheelchair users.

We hope you like where we are going and that you continue to enjoy our 
market leading range of wheelchairs!
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CHAIRS TO SUIT YOU DAY AND NIGHT

The new Action 1R is an entry level wheelchair that doesn’t compromise 
on functionality. Built using decades of in-house design experience, the 
Action 1R is available in three versions; a self-propelling, aluminium 
handrimmed version with 24” spoked rearwheels, a self-propelling 24” 
rearwheels version with drumbrakes and a transit version with small 12” 
rearwheels. With six standard sizes to choose from, it is quick and easy 
to find the right size. 

In addition, the Action 1R comes complete with easy to remove, swing 
away armrests and has an armpad which can be used in two positions.

THE NEW INVACARE ACTION 1R
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ACTION 1R

TWO



ACTION 12345JR

Occasional or short term 
use. The Action 1R is a cost 
effective, durable product 
that is ideal in a care-home 
environment or as a basic 
chair for users with reduced 
mobility.

 » Proven build quality

 » Swing away armrests which 
can be easily removed for 
transport

 » Elevating legrests

 » Cane holder

 » Anti-tippers

Discover more online at:
invacare.eu.com/Action1R

SPECS:
TOP FEATURES TOP ACCESSORIESDESIGNED FOR

     Pearl Grey
     Blue Ocean

COLOUR OPTIONS

THREE



CHAIRS TO SUIT YOU DAY AND NIGHT

FOUR

The Action 2NG was developed from the tried-and-tested Action 3NG 
concept. The specifications meet the basic needs of the users whilst 
refusing to compromise on safety or comfort. The Action 2NG shares the 
same essential platform as the Action 3NG, offering a low total weight for 
easy handling combined with excellent driving abilities. 

Due to the shared use of common components, the Action 2NG perfectly 
fits into the Action Family.

THE INVACARE ACTION 2NG
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ACTION 12345JR

FIVE

Occasional or short term 
use. The Action 2NG is 
lighter than the Action 1R 
making it an ideal choice 
for more independent users 
in addition to a care-home 
environment.

 » Adjustable centre of gravity

 » Aluminium, lightweight 
frame, for easy 
transportation

 » Elevating legrests

 » Cane holder

 » Anti-tippers

Discover more online at:
invacare.eu.com/Action2NG

SPECS:
TOP FEATURES TOP ACCESSORIESDESIGNED FOR

     Anthracite Black
     Pearl Grey

COLOUR OPTIONS
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BY DAY
PEACEMAKER
BY NIGHT
ACTION 3NG

CHAIRS TO SUIT YOU DAY AND NIGHT

Already the lightest wheelchair in its field, the new Action 3 can be further lightened 
by using the optional lightweight castor housing and lightweight wheels, potentially 
reducing the overall weight by 1.2 kg. Complementing the low transfer weight, the 
chair can be equipped with a foldable backrest, making it easily transportable in even 
the smallest of cars.

The Action 3NG’s special cross bar folding mechanism, improves stability and makes 
folding and unfolding even easier. Together with a new release leaver – to increase 
the ease of flipping up the armrests - the Action 3NG is a great choice for all-round 
maximum comfort.

The Action 3NG truly is one of the most configurable products on the market, with 
tens of millions of combinations and special versions available for users to tailor their 
chair.

THE NEW INVACARE ACTION 3

SIX



ACTION 12345JR

SEVEN

Independent, everyday, full-
time use. The Action 3NG is 
extremely configurable and 
can be adjusted for changing 
users needs. It is ideal for 
users with changing physical 
conditions.

 » Folding forward backrest 
for easier transportation and 
storage

 » Reclining backrest which 
allows repositioning in one 
continuations movement

 » A market leading, lowest 
total weight of 13 kg and 
transportation weight of    
7.5 kg

 » Length compensating, 
elevating legrest

 » One arm lever drive

 » Dual handrim propulsion

Discover more online at:
invacare.eu.com/Action3NG

SPECS:
TOP FEATURES TOP ACCESSORIESDESIGNED FOR

     Anthracite Black
     Matt Black
     Slate Grey
     Hypnotic Purple
     Blue Pop
     Electric Green
     Matt Red
     Pearl White

COLOUR OPTIONS



INVENTOR
BY DAY
WRESTLER
BY NIGHT 
ACTION 4NG

CHAIRS TO SUIT YOU DAY AND NIGHT

The new, improved Action 4 has been designed with a weight reduction 
of nearly 1 kg versus the previous model. The Action 4NG makes this 
weight reduction whilst also building on the previous model’s outstanding 
functionality. Featuring a double cross brace system, the Action 4NG 
offers a more stable, easier drive. 

Despite a wave of new improvements, the Action 4NG manages to stay 
fully cross compatible with the other members of the Action Family, 
meaning all new components of the wheelchair fit to previous models.

With a significant range of seating and positioning options available to 
complement the Action 4NG’s extensive feature set, this is a chair designed 
to fit perfectly, accommodate your needs and maximise your mobility.

THE NEW INVACARE ACTION 4

EIGHT



ACTION 12345JR

SPECS:

NINE

Independent, everyday, 
intense use. The Action 4NG 
features higher stability due 
to double cross frame and 
offers an even wider range 
of sizes vs. the Action 3NG, 
including a heavy duty model.

 » A stepless, adjustable folding 
backrest allowing for easier 
storage and transportation

 » A market leading, lowest 
total weight of 14 kg and 
transportation weight of      
8 kg

 » Invacare Matrx cushions and 
Elite backrests

 » Flip-back armrests

 » Dual handrim propulsion

Discover more online at:
invacare.eu.com/Action4NG

TOP FEATURES TOP ACCESSORIESDESIGNED FOR

     Anthracite Black
     Matt Black
     Slate Grey
     Hypnotic Purple
     Blue Pop
     Electric Green
     Matt Red
     Pearl White

COLOUR OPTIONS



THE INVACARE ACTION 5
The Invacare Action 5 has been designed for the more active user looking for an 
affordable chair with good drive performance and the ability to fold easily for 
handling, storage and transportation purposes. With its two patents pending and 
lightweight construction, the Action 5 gives the user a chair they can rely on.

The Action 5 has a unique folding mechanism, which is designed to allow the 
frame to greatly reduce in size and the backrest to fold on top of the seat, making 
the chair compact. No additional handling is required to fold the chair, making it 
effortless for storage and transportation.

The Action 5 has also won a prestigious Red Dot Award for outstanding design.

CHAIRS TO SUIT YOU DAY AND NIGHT

TEN
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BY DAY
CHARM
BY NIGHT 
ACTION 5



ACTION 12345JR 

SPECS:

ELEVEN

Independent users who 
spend all day in their 
chair and demand more 
performance. Customisable 
with high quality 
components, this chair blends 
innovation with performance.

 » A unique, H-Shaped folding 
frame allows compact 
folding

 » Extreme, low rolling 
resistance from that same 
frame

 » A patented, stepless, angle 
adjustable backrest system 
with forward folding function

 » Invacare Matrx cushions and 
Elite backrests

 » Active anti-tippers

 » Swing-away and removable 
armrest options

TOP FEATURES TOP ACCESSORIESDESIGNED FOR

Choose from 10 frame 
colours and 3 accent colours. 
To chose your combination 
go online at:
invacare.eu.com/Action5

COLOUR OPTIONS



PUPIL
BY DAY
TWEEN
BY NIGHT 
ACTION 3JR

CHAIRS TO SUIT YOU DAY AND NIGHT

TWELVE

INVACARE ACTION 3 JUNIOR
The Action 3 Junior is a lightweight, foldable wheelchair which has been 
designed with children in mind, encompassing freedom, fun and style with 
comfort. It’s modern design options make it a wheelchair to be proud of and 
thanks to its integrated width and depth growth ability, the child and the 
chair can grow together, making it a true companion.

The Action 3 Junior has been designed to allow the child to personalise 
their chair to meet not only their needs but also their style. Choose from 
a selection of soft or vibrant frame colours and then choose one of the 3 
modern spoke guard designs. Customisation is further enhanced with a 
range of front wheels, armrests, hangers, plus more, available as optional 
extras.



ACTION 12345JR 

SPECS:

THIRTEEN

Children from the age of 
2 years and up. The chair 
is built to support a child’s 
growth and changing needs, 
as well as having a range of 
customisation options to give 
them the freedom to make 
the chair more personal.

 » A telescopic cross brace 
which optimises the chair to 
the changing shape of the 
child as they grow

 » A range of customisation 
options designed for kids

 » Adjustable seat position and 
centre of gravity settings to 
optimise propelling for the 
user

 » Modern spoke guard designs

 » Ergonomic, stroller push 
handles

 » A front stabiliser kit for more 
active children

Discover more online at:
invacare.eu.com/Action3JR

TOP FEATURES TOP ACCESSORIESDESIGNED FOR

     Pearl White
     Matt Black
     Matt Red
     Intense Yellow
     Polar Blue
     Candy Pink
     

COLOUR OPTIONS



Tel: +41 (0)22 354 60 10
Fax: +41 (0)22 354 60 11
hqeurope@invacare.com
www.invacare.eu.com

Invacare International
Route de Cité-Outest 2 
1196 Gland
Switzerland
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